Level 1 Grades 7-9

*Airman* by Eoin Colfer
*Audrey Wait* by Robin Benway
*Black Box* by Julie Schumacher
*Bog Child* by Siobhan Dowd
*Chains* by Laurie Halse Anderson
*Curse as Dark as Gold* by Elizabeth C. Bunce
*Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks* by E. Lockhart
*Impossible* by Nancy Werlin
*Into the Volcano* by Don Wood
*Life Sucks* by Jessica Abel, Gabriel Soria, & Warren Pleece
*No Choirboy: Murder, Violence, and Teenagers on Death Row* by Susan Kuklin
*Sun & Moon, Ice & Snow* by Jessica Day George
*Surrender Tree: Poems of Cuba’s Struggle For Freedom* by Margarita Engle
*The Hunger Games* by Suzanne Collins
*The Savage* by David Almond
* Trouble Begins at 8: A Life of Mark Twain in the Wild, Wild West* by Sid Feleishman
*Trouble* by Gary D. Schmidt
*Waiting For Normal* by Leslie Connor
*What the World Eats* by Peter Menzel & Faith D’Aluisio
Level 2 Grades 10-12

The Adoration of Jenna Fox by Mary Pearson

Astounding Wolf Man (Vol.1) by Robert Kirkman & Jason Howard

Atomic Robo: Atomic Robo and the Fightin’ Scientists of Tesladyne by Brian Clevinger, Scott Wegener, Ronda Pattison, & Jeff Powell

City of Thieves: A Novel by David Benioff

Eat This, Not That by David Zinczeko

Echo Moon Lake by Terry Moore

Farts: A Spotter’s Guide by Crais Bower & Travis Millard

Gadget Nation: A Journey Through the Eccentric World of Invention by Steve Greenberg

Graceling by Kristin Shore

Green Arrow: Year One by Andy Diggle & Jock

Jellicoe Road by Melina Marchetta

The Knife of Never Letting Go by Patrick Ness

Little Brother by Cory Doctorow

Mudbound by Hillary Jordan

Over and Under by Todd Tucker

Pitch Black: Don’t Be Skerd by Youme Landowne & Anthony Horton

Playing with Matches by Brian Katcher

The Secret Story of Sonia Rodriguez by Alan Lawrence Sitomer

Silver Surfer: Requiem by J. Michael Straczynski & Esad Ribic

Venomous by Christopher Krovatin